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AuthorHouse. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 392
pages. Dimensions: 8.8in. x 6.0in. x 1.0in.Calculus without Limits
is an original exposition of single-variable calculususing the
classic differential approach. Written in an engaging, popular
styleby an award-winning teacher, Calculus without Limits is
thefirst completely new calculus book tohit the shelves in 95
years that deliberately minimizes the useof limits, one of the
major stumbling blocks initially standing in the way ofcalculus
students. Calculus without Limits presents its subject in nine
chapters: 1) Introduction, 2) BarrowsDiagram, 3) The Two
Fundamental Problems of Calculus, 4) Foundations, 5)Solving
the First Problem, 6) Antiprocesses, 7) Solving the
SecondProblem, 8) Sampling the Power of Differential
Equations, and 9)Conclusion: Magnificent Shoulders.
Approximately 85 diagrams and a plethoraof worked examples
help facilitate student understanding in an exposition
thatmeasures a mere 330 pages from cover to cover. Real-life
applications examineproblems from a variety of disciplines
ranging from physics to finance. Additionally, Calculus without
Limits provides plenty of practice for the beginning
calculusstudent via 200 exercises from routine to quite
challenging-all answered in anAnswer to Problems section in the
back of the book. Five appendices summarizekey formulas from
various mathematical disciplines, and a brief one-page
bibliographycompletes the book. Calculus without Limits...
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Reviews
This pdf is so gripping and exciting. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom I am just e ortlessly could get a enjoyment
of reading a published pdf.
-- Henr i Gutkowski
This ebook is definitely not straightforward to begin on studying but quite fun to read. It is one of the most awesome
book i actually have go through. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Nelda Tr a ntow I
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